We, HarvesPat is an Indonesian exclusive Intellectual Property Rights Services Firm. Our scope of
works are but not limited to :
I.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, OUR SPECIALITY

As a full-service firm, we serve clients across the world and offers, assists and protects the client's
interest on IP (IP applications, patent searches, trademark searches, renewals, legal practices and
litigation with regards to IP matters) and or non IP related matters in Indonesia and abroad with a
very competitive and negotiable price. Since the IPR always plays an important role within all aspects
and both individuals or companies have greatly concern about how to best protects their valuable
IPR assets as well as their enforcement worldwide. That is why they always need to co-operate with
a professional affiliations or IPR agents worldwide for this purpose which can guarantee them safe
and secure that their assets are in a good and professional hand. We regularly mounts successful
challenges on behalf of clients against decisions of the IP authorities. Combining our expertise and
commercial acumen, we take pride in our results and a high level of customer satisfaction with the
best professional services and ensure the your rights are protected according to the prevailing law.
It is a truth universally acknowledged in taking care of our daily business and undertakings,
therefore, we must be staying clear from any possible legal conflict, and minimize the risk with the
best precaution possible.
On the other hand, should there is any party conflicting your good/reputable intellectual property
rights, then there should be a discussion for best legal action taken to prevent from further losses,
either through civil, criminal, or amicabble settlement.
When it comes to both, we at HarvesPat are here to assist you with our professional expertise and
practical experience in the intellectual property rights areas. We are powered by considerably young
and knowledgeable legal professionals with much energy to provide the best of assistance to each
and every client. Their extensive experience, deep understanding and familiarity to the intellectual
property rights laws and related regulations would also enable them consider the most appropriate
solution for addressing every legal problem brought under our care.
Further, our advocates at HarvesPat have experienced in Representing our clients before the
Commercial Court, and the Supreme Court for cassation regarding cases of patents, trademarks and
geographical indications, industrial designs, copyrights and neighbouring rights, layout designs of
integrated circuits, trade secrets, and plant variety protections.
II.

OTHER LEGAL PROTECTION

Besides IP, we are also not closed to providing other legal services such as:
1.

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

2.

CAPITAL MARKETS

3.

FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

4.

COMPETITION LAW

5.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

6.

REAL PROPERTY

7.

LABOR LAW

Should you need further assistance or information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

